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ATTENTION: There is an updated version of this book now on  called The ALL-NEW Six-Figure

Erotica Author! It has more information and is up-to-date for 2017! Now you can learn how to make

six figures per year writing short erotic stories from a top-ten  erotica author!When I first started

writing and self-publishing erotica way back in 2011, the market was vastly different than it is now.

Since then, the landscape has changed drastically, but I&apos;m still here, and I&apos;m still

earning six figures per year. I&apos;m even managing to do this while taking several months off at a

time now and then!So how is it that I am making six figures per year while others are struggling just

to bring in a few bucks here and there?This guide is my complete step-by-step guide to exactly how

I do it. You&apos;ll learn everything from how I research the market to find the hottest niches, how I

choose my keywords, how I make my own book covers and how I price my erotica for the best

possible results.If you&apos;re ready to stop struggling and start making money, grab your copy

now and learn the REAL secrets to becoming a successful six-figure erotica author!Keep in mind

this guide is heavily weighted toward short erotica (stories under 10,000 words), as that is what I

personally have made most of my money with. However, many of the techniques will also help

those writing erotic romances and erotica over 10k.
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Very light on detail, but that's not the main reason I didn't like it. The major problem is just how out

of date it is, the Kindle Unlimited payout has changed drastically since this book was published, and

the author didn't update to reflect the new reality. If she had updated the information I probably

would have rated it higher.JR

First of all, the book is very, very short. It almost reads like an extended blog post that was forced

into an ebook format purely to net the author more money. To make matters worse, it reads like a

"get-rich-quick" scheme for writing erotica--the chapters focus mostly on passing 's filters, learning

marketing tactics to "boost" sales, and gaming the Kindle Unlimited system to maximize profit over

publishing quality content in and of itself. Also, the book is poorly written. Erotica readers may not

be as discerning as the average reader in other genres, but as someone who views the editing

process as an essential part of the writing process, reading a book with so many typos and so much

low-effort content and yet geared towards an audience of writers is disappointing. Am I to trust the

advice of an author who can't even put together a decent how-to book for her own niche?However,

the most glaring hit for the book, writing as of December 2015, is that its suggestions are largely

outdated now. Kindle Unlimited has changed its pay-model significantly, moving towards a per-page

payment system as opposed to paying authors for readers who get at least 10% into the book.

Seeing as Ms. Scott's business model relies heavily on making money via Kindle Unlimited borrows

(and via  sales in general), much of her advice simply does not apply anymore. I personally thought

it was a mistake to suggest that prospective erotica writers limit themselves to a single platform (as

one is required to do with Kindle Direct Publishing, a prerequisite for releasing with Kindle

Unlimited), as that means a writer's earnings become dependent on the whims of wishes of

someone other that the writer. But now that  has again changed how authors earn their royalties, the

dangers of merely doing what's trendy (the dreaded "bandwagon approach") have become all too

apparent.Do yourself a favor and skip this purchase--most of it is outdated or was useless to begin

with, and the information that is useful can be discovered by doing a little of your own research. If

you are looking for a resource to truly learn more about the art of this genre (yes, erotic writing still

requires skill and even some passion), check out How to Write Hot Sex: Tips from Multi-Published



Erotic Romance Authors. (If you prefer a shorter read, Randy Johnson's How to Make a Living as

an Erotic Author may work as well.) Those books address the actual nit and grit of writing quality

erotica that sells whereas this book trains you to use gimmicks and shortcuts to manipulate people

into buying your books.

Scott's info is worthwhile, although I was hoping for more in-depth reporting about the details of her

success. She doesn't tell much about her sales figures, other than in the title, or show how enrolling

in various  programs boosted her income by what amounts. A good start, but I wanted more.

Author starts this off with a very inspiring story. She was really down on her luck, and her and her

family were living out of a motel, when she began writing. She went from practically homeless to

financial success.Short, simple chapters. She includes screenshots of where she is in her sales to

verify her success.Simple strategies to get you started. Advice on word count, plot, where to get

covers made, how to list on , the secret of the "dirty thirty" to start getting noticed on , etc.

Short, and to the point. This book is where all aspiring erotica authors should start, very informative

without being long and drawn out. Immediately after reading this book, I read her single works (not a

part of a bundle) to see exactly what she was talking about, very helpful.I highly recommend this

book!

This is a good, well-written book. Don't let the short length deter you - it's packed full of concrete

information that translates across all genres of writing. And of course there is good erotica-specific

info as well. I'm a published writer, and picked up some great tips.

Great advice, and if you want to publish something, this can get you there... now all I need is to stop

procrastinating!

Not as much depth as I was looking for, had some reference information. Gave one view of a writing

style which I was hoping for more of different styles or views on the approach. Didn't really get into

the "how to" once you have your story written. Such how to get it submitted online for example. This

book is a good start for general info but maybe not as up to date as it was.
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